Time for upgrade/modernization?
The HMI (Human Machine Interface) used by your operators has evolved over the past decade. It is Windows based and runs on standard PC hardware.

However, the new HMI generation of operator stations has a look and feel that is similar to older generations where possible. The basic idea is for users to recognize operator displays and dialogues after the upgrade and hence run the mill in the same way as before the upgrade. This approach minimizes the learning curve and helps operators be up and running again quickly.

Since the hardware is for standard PCs, spares are readily available.

What can ABB do for you?
We upgrade/replace your existing HMI (MasterView 8xx/Advant Station 5xx) with the new 800xA Operator Workplace. The new HMI can be tested in parallel with the present HMI to verify functionality.

ABB delivers
- New PC-based operator stations based on Microsoft technology, especially adapted to your mill’s needs
- The same concept of mill operation as before modernization (operation routines are kept)
- Installation and commissioning of the new operator station, generally without additional downtime.

Your benefits with up-to-date operator stations
- A modern, open, flexible and Windows-based solution that allows easy adaptation to future demands.
- No additional training needed for operators
- Hardware based on standard PC parts
- No production disturbance during commissioning
- Availability of spare parts
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